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ratus and the bobbin of wire to be unwound. He will 
be freed from the weight of a pile. 'At rest, the aPl'a
ratus suspended by its ring stretches a spring which 
carries this ring, and which performs the role of the 
hook of the ordinary apparatus. 

Figs. 43 and 44 show the applications of, this appa
ratus. The first shows us an artillery officer in obser
vation nnder a shelter during practice in firing. He 
gets the exact falling points of the projectiles shot at a 
mock battery'that may blOl seen, and, by means of the 
telephone transmits them to the officer who is in com
mand of t�e school of practice-telling him how far 
the shots have fallen short of or gone beyond the 
mark, and how far' to the right or left. 

In the second engraving we perceive a staff officer 
reconnoitering. He has adyanced to the .edge of �he 
woods that 8hields the troops, while a soldier followmg 
in his footsteps unwinds and lays a telephone Hne that 
keeps the observer inconstant commumcation with his 
chief, --'La LumieTe Eleot1'ique. 

[Continued from SUPPLEMENT, No, 501, page 8006. 
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ON'THE CONVERSION OF HEAT INTO USEFUL 
WORK.* 

By WILLIAM ANDERSON, M.lnst.C.E. 
,LECTURE v. 

AT the conclusion, of the last lecture, I explained 
how the waste of heat in furnaces, in which the work 
has to be dOM at a high temperature, is prevented by 
the Siemens ;regeneratpr. 

I will illustrate thls !u'inciple farther by a still more 
interesting case, conn�d with the blast furnace for 
smelting iron ore. 

A modern blast furtlace for smelting iron ores con
sists of a hollow tower with thick walls, hooped with 
iron, having the inside shaped principally in the form 
of two truncated cones, the upper cone h&ving its 
smallest diameter at the top, or throat, of the Iurnace, 
and the lower one having its least 'diameter at the 
bottom,. where·itjoins a smaller cylindrical part, or 
hearth, provided for holding the liquid iron. The top, 
or throat, of the furnace is fitted With a large iron hop
per by llJeans of which the fuel and ore are introduced. 
In all the best furnaces this hopper is closed by an iron 
cone, having its apex turned upward, and capable of 
being lowered sufficiently to allow any materials in the 
hopper to drop into the furnace, Some of the modern 
furnaces attain to immense proportipns, viz" 90 feet high, and 29 feet diameter inside at the largest part 
with a capacity of 33,400 cubic feet. Many furnaces are 
not more than 60 feet high, and are even lower in 
districts where the coke used is of a ·soft character, or 
Where coal is employed. 

... � .. By meaDS of tne hopper, the proper proportions of 
luef, ironstone .. and limestone are continually supplied, 
the f\lrnace bemg I!'hyays kep� nearly full night and day, 
The blast of hot alr IS forced m by means of tuyeres in
tl'0duced-through the sides of the upper part of the 
hearth. The pressure varies greatly, being least when 
charcoal is used as the fuel, and greatest with hard 
coke or anthracite. The general pressure in this 
country is from 4 lb. to 6 lb . per' square inch, but 10M 
Ib. is. being used in America, in certain works, where as 
much as 1,833 tons of iron per ,week are produced from 
a single furnace, with the aid of "Cowper stoves." The 
action in the furnace is as follows: The hot air forcad 
in at the hearth, enters imIl,lediately into inte�e com
bustion, with a corresponding quantity" ' of carbon, thus 
producing carbonic acid gas and sufficient heat to melt 
the iron ore, which had been previously reduced in the 
upper part of the furnace, and also the limestone, 
which acts as a fhlX, so that both drop down into the 
hearth, the Jiquid iron sinking through the liquid slag 
formed of the limestone and refuse of the iron ore ' the' 
slag runs out continuously at & small hole at the ' sid.e 

;abOve the liquid iron, which is only tapped at intervals. 
'llhe carbonic acid gas, in its upward coufse' through 
the red-hot materials which are slowly making their. 
way down, takes up another equivalent of carbon thus 
'becoming carbonic oxide which, at a red heat ;eacts 
on the oxide of iron of the ore, and reduces'it to a 
metallic sponge, the oxygen uniting with the carbon in 
the carbonic oxide, converting it again into carbonic 
acid, which, . however, is again reduced by coming into 
contact with carbon from the fre�h fuel. 

The proce�s goes on for a considerable portion of the 
height of the furnace, the temperature becoming lower 
and ,lower on account of the fresh cold materials con' 
tinually added, until it gets too low for chemical re
action to proceed. The gases escaping ultimately are 
therefore, chiefly carbonic oxide and the nitrogen of 

top to bottom, but stops:short of both, so that there is 
a chamber at the top, mto which the flame-flue opens, 
and one at the bottom connected with the chimney and 
the blast main. The action is as follows: The gases 
from the furnlJ,ce are admitted by a suitable valve to 
the bottom of the flame-flue, and a supply of air, also 
controlled by a valve, is arranged to mix as intimately 
as possible with the gases. Complete and very intense 
combustion takes place in the flame-flue, and the high-. 
ly heated products, having ascended to the top pass 
down the honeycomb regenerator to the chamber in 
the bottom, and so through a suitable valve to the 
chimney. The heating of the stove goes on for 
several hour, un til the full temperature has been at
tained to a sufficient depth in the regenerator; that is 
to say, to near the bottom. The gas, air, and chimney 
valves are then closed, the valve en the air main is 

twice the quantity of air is necessary, then the tempera-
2,628 

ture of flame will only rise = 2,494' ;  and 
.4'428 X 0238 

supposing the air at QO' &1-14 the gases &t.JQ9:.:::tb.e,mix
ture of air and gas entering the stove will be at 1290; 
then th� temperature of tpe flame will be 2;621'°, equal 
to 3,131 absolute, a temperature at which cast steel 
will melt. 

Bearing in mind Carnot's law, that the efficiencv of a 
heat �ngine' depends only upon the range of temPera
ture, a.nd is quite independ611t of what takes place dur
ing the working, provided always that the fall of tem
perature is caused by the work done, and, Berthelot's 
law tliat intermediate reactions do not affect the final 
therm;al l'!lsults, we can compare the effiCiency of 
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FIG. 30.--COWPElt STO�. 

opened, and the cold air admitted into the chamber 'vaJious fnrna(l(lll if we only know the extreme tempera
under the regenerator; the air rises through the colder tures. UnfortUnately, we have no means of measuririg 
part first, then becomes fnlly heated, and passes the temperature of the blast furnace where the heat is 
through the remainder of the regenerator without tak- : most inteI).se; we must estimate it, therefore, by 8Up
ing up more heat, and after reaching the top turns posing that the rise of temperature is that due to the 
down the flame fiue, atld so passes through a valve to I combustion of coke with the minimum amount of air, 
the tUYllre, by which it is injected into the 1:)ase of ,the I that is, 4,588°; but this exceeds the limits we have set 
furnace. As the 'stove works, the brickwork. cools' due to dissociation, which is 4,000' absolute; let Us then 
gradul;tlly from �he l?ottom upward, the upper layers! as \II�e that as t�le nll�xim'\lm. . Take, first, the open
changmg'very lIttle III temperature, and when, after I topped furnace, m which the gases are not utilized, but 
several liours, the cold zone has rizen s.o .high as to r burn at 2,000', blast .at 8 00°; �e absol!lte temperature 
affect the temperatnre of the blast, the aIr IS shut off, of the hottest part WIll be 4,000 , therefore the efficiency 
and tbe gas again -turned on. In the mean time, the I will be-
fellow stove bas been actiQg in the reverse direction, so 4 _ '. 

that one stove is always beating the blast, and the ,000 - 2,460 - 0 38, or only 38 per cent. 
other is being heated by the �as. The effect of this -----
ingenious and simple invention IS, that the blast can be 4,000 
heated to 1,6000, and the gases cooled to from 2.'50° to N ext, take a blast: furoac�; using '.pipe stoves, ,tro�n' 
350°, without leakage, &nd with scarcely any wear and which the products of con1bUstion ,go :to the chhun-ey, 
tear. . at an ascertained temperature of' 1,250·, or 1,"710" 
. I said ,that the blast furnace is a particularly interest- absolute, and with the same _ terqpera,ture of blast as 
mg case; the reason is,· because the products of COlIl-
bustion are endowed with energy, partly in the form , 4,000° -1,710· 

of heat, and partly in the potential state of carbonic before, the effiefency is = = 0'57, or 57 per 
oxide gas; so that jt this gas were ailo-wed to escape, even 4,000 
in a comparatively cool.col-1dition, a great waste of heat cent., again of19percent.; and, lastly, take the furnace 
would take place. with Cowper stoves, heating the blast to 1,600', and 

The work .due to t� energy o� combustiotdn the allowing the product of combustion from the gases to 
bottom of the furnace is expended partly in, Ji�lng escape to the chimney at 300', we have the temperature 
t
.
he cOld

. 
materials charged in

.
to the furnace, 

... 
R
. 
·�OO 

. 
.in :of the furnace at 4,000' as before, but the smoke 

decomposing'the hot fuel, partly in decomp�' he escapes from the stoves at only 760' absolute. 
limestone, and partly in detaching the oxygeil fh, m, the 4 000° -'-760. ore. These operations reduce the temperature of the ' , 
gases, in a well 'conducted furnace, a,s low as 874°, so The effidency' = = 0'81. 

tWtt, at fll'Rt sight, no great loss occurs; but if we 4,000 
analyze the gases, we find that associated with 12'1 per The Cowper stove, therefore, realizes a saving of 0'81 
cent. of carbonic acid and 59 per cent. of nitrogen a,re - 0 '38 = 43 per cent. over the open-topped furnace, 
26'1 per cent. of clirbonlc. oxide and 2.51 per cent. of and 0 '81 - 0'57 = 24 per ceht. over the pipe-stove fur
hydrogen . .  A reference to the. table tells us that one pace. Mr. Cowper states th&t on the average of 100 
pound of carbonic: oxide burned to carbonic acid furnacll , the saving fn.pr{tCticejs, 20.per cent. in fuel, 
develops 4;326'uriits of heat,; and dne pound of hydro- which agrees fairly well. with 'the estimate we have 
gen 'COnverte'd intO ValX>r,53,338 units, so that the com- made,. based upon the truth ;61 tire genetal principles 
bustioI). oftse mixed gases wilt develop which I h�ve explained .. " . .  

'GQ 0'261 X 4,32 6 ="1,129 units. The work done by"the energy of combustion is so in-
E: 0'0281 X _53,:338 = 1,499 units. tricate, and requires cQl1siderations so purely chemical 

Total. . . .•. . .  2,628 units. the air which was forced in at the hearth. 
In olden times, these gases were allowed to escape These Ieactions requ'lre 0'373 .8 lb. of oxygen for their 

freely at the �op of th!" furnace, which was 1101 ways open; ,completion, corresponding to 1'714. lb. of air. Suppos-

that I will 'not attempt to bring them before you. 't 
will mer(>ly .mention that the e.ffect of the Cowper 
stoves on the blast furnace'is to make from 10 to 20 per 
cent. more iron;<with It saving of coke ranging from 4 
.to 5 cwt. per ton ofiron made, an advantage due to the 

.:and when. usmg c?al In the" Black Country," the. gases ", '''um<d 'In. We"u", 
'Lburned With a brIght flame, producing a conspieuouS 1 , 
:f..eature in the landsc�pe. II I;..J.. � un( g''o'mg OrCa C"q". , I, .. 

," After . tht,l introduction of hot blast, however, the ���,�;:r�!o"''''----.!�f::----';''-------':=:..!!...ii;:· �· ... ,"=----- -1 escapioll gases were collected and carried down by 
,IPedonS of pjpe , to heat the air entering the botto:U or 

'the furnace. A marked economy of fuel and an increas,e ?f yield, followed this grand imp�ovement; 'bnt a lumt to the temper.ature of the blast. was sOOIl reached ,from the want of some matel'ial to st.and the 
int

. 
e

.
nse heat of the air-heating stoves, C. ast iron pipes 

in various forms, set in brick ovens, were used ; the 'f-ear was very great, and the leakage from defective jeintsso serious that high pressure blast could not be employed, nor the temperature of melting lead about 
600', exceeded. ' 

Here MI,'_ E. �. C!0wper stepped in, and applied the 
regenerative prmclPle to blast-heating stoves. These have n0'Y assumed grand proportions, 60 feet high and 

FIG. 31 . -CURVE SHOWING PROBABLE PRESSURE IN .BORE. 

25 feet diameter. ing the gases to burn a,t the top of the furnace with the 
�he stoves are worked in pairs, one stove of a pair theoretical quantity of air only, the temperature would 

bemg heated by the combustion of the gases brought 2,628 down from t�e furnace top, and the other imparting rise ==4,068', so that by let.ting the gases the �eat preVIOusly acquired to the blast. Each stove 2'714 X 0'238 �onslSts; ()f an ai�-tight wrought-iron cylindrical casin�, ' , " 
. 

.'. " , .
' . hne?- WIth firebricks. Toward one side a flame flue IS escape, eve?o cold� a very great .loss would be ex pen

ca:rrled up, while 'all the rest of the cylinder is filled enced. It IS I?osslble, however, m conseq�ence of the 
With firebrick, formed in short lengths, and bnilt u large proportlOn?f neutral gases, a �)U!lt ng to 71 per 
so as to make a honeycomb arran�ement with waifs �ent., that a conSIderable. excess of air IS ,neces.Sary to 
about two incbes thick. Each cell IS continuous from Insure complete .combustlOn of the car.bomc OXIde and 

• Lecwr�B JeC�lltl.Y delivered before the SOCiety ot Arts� I:OIldon, 
hydrogen, espeCIally as the burners m the stoves do no� IJPX the ?,asesverr perf!lctly. If we suppose that 
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imprQved C�ll1ical action consequent upon the high 
teruperature 'of the blast. 
. If it were possible to reduce the products of combus
tion 

.
•• . in the stov.es to the temperature of the atmosphere

. 
' 

say 50', the duty would increase tQ 80 per cent, And 
beyond that it will be impossible to increase the eco
nomy of a furnace. Through the kindness of Mr. Cow
per, I am enabled to show you a high temperature 
thermometer, such as is used by him in ascertaining 
th'e' heat of the blast. It is, in principle, the same:/as 
the pyrome.ter described in my third lecture, but a ring 
of copper is used instead of a platinum ball, and the 
mercury thermometer in the water spMe is fitted with 
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a sliding sca�e, the zero of which can 1?e set to the end I sure, will be represented by a column of gas, of the per square inch, or 5,194 lb. In expanding suddenly, 
of the column of mercury, wherever It may be. The above density, the temperature would fall to 
scale is graduated by experiment, so that.the tempera- " 
ture attained by the ring c�n be read off a! once. The 144 sq. in. X 8,680 lb. "- 65'013 f t hi h t = 2 160° ( 14'71�) 0'125 = 1'037° 
12yrome ter was , first descrIbed by Mr. WIlson, of the 17'94 lb. - ee g .  , 5,194Jb. ' 
Br i dgewater Works, St. Helens, in 1852. The instru-
ment before you has been manufactured by Messrs. When thQ muzzle of the gun is 'suddenly opened, the and the volume would become 
Siemens and Co., .hence it is commonly, though erro- gases willl;>egin t o  issue a s  from an orifice in the side of 1,395 c. ft. X 1,037° 

_ 2 837'4 it neously" known as the Siemens pyrometer. . a vessel, with a velocity proportional to the height of the 5100 -, c. . 
I am also indebted to Mr. Cowper for this working gaseous column = 8'05 V65 012 = 2,125 feet per second, 

model ·of ·one of his stoves. A large Bunsen burner 1 Deducting 5 cubic feet for the volume of the solid 
has been heating it for several hours, and' yet the pro- or very litt e,more .than that of the shot, which seems powder, we have 2,832'4 cubic feet of air displaced. The 
ducts escaping at the top , are so cool that they are car- to indicate th.at the 10 inch gun cannot, with ad van- work of doi�g this will be: . d ff b this tage, be increased in length wiilihout increasing the 

· ne 0 y . paper chimney. I now remove the stove charge of powder. Supposing the whole body of W= 2,832'4 c. ft. x 2,117 lb. 
_ 2 677 f  t-t frolll its stand, and set it on a pad of clay. I close the gas to issue with the above velocity, then the energy 2,240 lb. -, 00 ons. 

· to}'? by means of a zinc 11at8 luted down with clay and 300 lb d b  a . ht th t bl t f Id d d ill b . X 2,1252 9 88 4 Th 'fl' f th h secure y W81g . en urn on a, as 0 co expen e w e 2,240 lb. X 64'4 foot = ,3 foot- . e rI mg 0 e gun causes t e shot to spin on 
iJ,ir' from the top downward; the blast of air issues by its longitudinal axis as it traverses the bore. The angle 
this side opening near the bottom, and is so hot that it tons. But the gases being elaStic, their whole of the rifling of the muzzle is such that the shot makes 
easily melts this strip of lead which I hold in.the cur- body will not Illove at the same speed, so that the one revolution in thirty calibers, that is, in 300 inches 
rent, and sets fire to this twist of paper the moment I above calculation may be erroneous to a considerable or 25 feet; hence, dividing t

, 
he muzzle velocity by 25 ' 

bring it within its influence extent. The Umits between which the energy absorbed we get the re\-olution per second to be 84. Now th� 
Tlie simplest machine ill use for the conversion of heat in the expulsion of the powder gases will vary may I diameter of the circle of gyration of a cylinder 10 inches 

into work is a gun. It is a single acting engine which think, be deterlllined by the following considerations: in diameter is 7'072 inches, and its circumference 1'851 
completes its work in one stroke, and does not, like One pound of powder produces 4'485 cubic feet of gas feet; therefore, at 84 revolJ,ltions per second, the velo
most engines,. work in a continuous series of cycles. In at the freezing" point, and under the pressure of one city at the circle of gyration will be 1'851 feet x 84 = 

the discharge of artillery Illany interesting considera- lttmosphere. Thia volume would be increased to 4'651 155'52 feet per second, and the energy 
tions arise, and as I believe that the illustration of a cubic feet at a temperature of 50°, consequentJ'y 300 lb. 
particular case will fix itself better in your memories of powder would yield 1,395 cubic feet of"gaB at atmo- 500 Ib. X 155'522 83 82 f t 
and be more intelligible, I will take the case of the new spheric press

, 
ure and tempf'rature. We must surpose 2,240 lb. x 64'4 = . 00 -tons. 

pattern 10 inch breech-loading rifled gun. This weapon that this gas will obey the laws applicable to al per- The reaction to this motion is twofold. First the weighs 27 tons, is ,26 ·feet·8 inches long, and discharges manent gases; its specific weight is n�a.rly three times resistance of friction of the rifling' balanced by' the a shot weighing 500 lb.; impelled by the energy latent that of air, hence the work done in he&ting at constant 
in 300 lb. of gunpowder, with a muzzle velocity of 2,100 pressure will be less, the value of y consequently,�spressure of the !itases, and therefore a self-contained 
feet per second, the shot at the same time receiving a only 1'143 if the specific heat at constant volu� '18 strain; and secon y, a tangential pressure, tending to 
rotatory motion of 84 revolutions per second. �aken as 0'183. Suppose the g� violently c;ompressed rotate the shot, balanced by an effort to turn the gun 

From the experiments of Sir Frederick Abe} and mto the bore of the gun, measurmg 1672' cubIC feet. the in the opposite direction. Neither of these Illotions 
Captain Noble, we know that the maXiIl,lUm tempera- pressure wO).lld arise according to the ordiuates of an has any effect on the recoil. 
tnre of the explosion of pebble powder is 4,420° Fahr. adiabatic curve,' and we should have, finally, 5. The friction of the gas check is a matter of pure 
absolute. The temperature of the gases issuing from • estimate, especially with the ring checks now in use. 
the muzzle of the gun has not been measured, but it 14'7 ( 1395 )1'140 sume a mean pressure of powder' gases of 12 tons 
certainly attains. to a bright red heat, which is a bout P = 2,240 -16'72-

= 1'03 tons uare inch, and suppose a copper band of %' inch 
2,160° absolute. The powder, thereforB, works between e lve depth pressed against the surface of the bore 
the temperatur.es of 4,420° and 2,160°; the duty which pressure per square inch in tl18 gun, and a tempera- with that pressure. Taking the coefficient of friction 
we may expect will consequently be, according to Car- ( 1 395 ) 1'143 ' at 0'14, we have a surface of 15'7 square inches in con-

t' 1 ture of t: 510° 16'72 = 960° absolute. tact under a pressure of 12 tons. and a space passed no s aw, 
D t _ 4,420-2,160 The work done in compressing the gas would be: over of 22'5 feet; the work done will therefore be 

IT y - 4;420 0'5113, 15'7 sq. in. x 12t >< 0'14 x 22'5' = 593'5 foot-tons. 
W = 1,89g'�4af� ����17Ib. { 1- ( �6��� ) 0'143 } = 8,131 The force assumed is equivalent to a pressure of 0'35 thitt is to say, we must not expect to realize more than 

· 51 per cent. of the heat developed in the cOmbnstion 
of powd �_ 

. 

From the authority already quoted, we learn 'that 
the explosion of a pound of powder develops 1,300 
units of heat. The specific heat is given:as 0'183 at 
constant volume. hence the total heat resident in ex, 
ploded powder, at an atmospheric temperature of 50°, 
or 5100 absolute, is : . 

(5100 x 0'183) + 1,300 :::;: 1,393'3 units, 
and of this we can only expect to realize 

1,393'3 x 0'5113 = 712'41 units, 
. 712'41" x 772 J corresponding to 2,240 lb. = 245 53 foot tons 

of energy per pound of powder, so that the total 
charge of 300 lb. should be capable of producing work 
amounting to 73,658 foot tons. 

'rhe work done by the discllarge of the gun must be 
classed under two heads: . . 

1. Work external 'to the gun, the reaction of which 
causes recoil'; and . . . 

' . 

. n, Work self-contained in the gun, which produces 
no visible effect upon it. 

· To the first class belong: 
1. The energy imparted to the shot in its forward 

motion. ' 
2. The energy absorbed in the expUlsion of the pow

'der gases. 
3. The work done in displacing the atmosphere by 

the ejection of the shot and powder gases. 
To the second class belong: 
4, The energy expended in producing rotation i n  the 

shot. 
5. The work done in overcoming the friction of the 

gas check. 
6. The work done' in stretching the material of the 

gun, in setting up vibratory mot,ions, and in compress
ing the shot andl;lreech-block. 

7. The friction of the powder gases against the bore 
of the gun. . ' 

8. The·energy absorbed in heating the gun. 
I will deal with these items in detail. 
1. The muzzle velocity of the shot can·be determined 

with great accuracy by experiment, and, in the parti
cular gun we are ' considering, has been found to bP. 
2,100 feet per second; consequently the energy impart
ed to 

Sh t 5001b. X 2,1002 ft. 15 8 o = 64'4 x 2,240 lb. = ,2 5 ,foot-tons. 

2. The combustion of gunpowder results in about 57 
per cent. of very finely divided solid matter and 43 per 
cent. of permanent gases. That the s.olid matter is in 
a very fine state of' subdivision may be inferred from 
the slowness with which powder smoke falls to the 
ground. When large guns are fired at sea, arid heavy 
clouds of smoke are formed, they sail over the water 
for many miles, and remain visible for a long time, 
though fired within a few feet of the sea level' hence 
the particles must be very minute. ' 

The condition within the bore of the gun ilS not in
deed the same, because the smoke formed is the result 
of chemical action after the gases have left the gun' 
but the particles of solid matter in the bore are cer� 
tainly not larger than those which form the smoke, 
and though they constitute 57 per cent. of the cloud, 
they do not sensibly alter its gaseous properties; and, 
therefore, the mixtures of solids and gases, forming the 
products of combustion of powder, may be treated, as 
far as its ph'ysical pl'opertie(> are concerned, as all gas
eous, but of a higher specific gravity than the pure 
gases evolved. At the �norri�mt of the shot leaving the 
muzzle, it has been ascertained by experiment, though 
not in a trustworthy. nianner, that the gas pressure is 
about 3,875 tOllS, or 8,680 It: per square inch; the volume 
of the bore of the. gun is 16'72 cubic feet; hence the 300 
lb. weight of powder gas occupying that volume must 
weigh 17'94 lb. per ctbic foot; consequently, the pres-

foot tons. Now, the compressed gas, if suffered 
to explj,nd suddenly, would do the sallie work, ,and the 
reaeticih on the gun, acc ording to Newton's third law, 
would be the same. This, I think. would mark the su
perior limit of work done in expelling the gases. If, on 
the other h/lJld, the gases were compressed slowly into 
the gun without change of temferature, the pressure 
would rise along the ordinates 0 an isothermal curve, 
and would only reach 0'55.' ten per square inch pres
sure, and the work done WOIl� be 5,833 foot tons. This 
would fix the lower limit. It is certain that the gases, 
at the moment when the shot leaves the muzzle, have 
a much higher temperature than 960° absolute. The 
work done in the bore of the gun, we shall see present-' 
ly, amounts to about 28.,t\H . foot ,joWl, corresponding 
to 83,900 units of � - r •• 1iid8i disappear, as heat, 
from the powdArgaeer, the fall of temperature, con
sequently, will'l>e 

83,900 lb. ° 300 lb. X'O'183 = 1,528 , 

which, deducted �"6e temperature-4,420°-dne to 
energy of ch�actioili in the combustion of the 
powder, leaves 2',892" absolute as a possible tempera
ture at the moment of the shot leaving the gun, if no 
a.llowance is made for a farther fall caused by loss of 
bea t expended in warming tbe gun and shot. This tem
perature is only 7320 higher than that wbich I have as
sumed. 

The usual1nethod adopted in artillery text-books of 
estimating the energy expended in expelling the � w
der gases, .when it IS not overlooked 

,
altogether, IS to 

consider that from one-half to the whole weight of 
powder is expelled at the same velocity as tbe shot, but 
this is mere af!snmption, without any rational founda
tion, and t.akes no account either of the proportions of 
�he gun or the pressure in the bore, the latter being a 
function of the nature of t·he powder and mode of igni
tion. Upon the whole, I am mclined to think that the 
method which I indicated to the Ordnance Committee 
last June is fairly correct, namely, that the energy ex
pended in the expulsion of the powder gases should 'be 
taken on the supposition that they are blown out of 
the gun at the velocity corresponding to their ascer
tained pressure at the moment when the shot leaves 
the muzzle. The formula is: 

Velocity 
of 

gases 
= 4,544 

• I(Pre.sure in tons) (Volume of bore) V per s'Iu_are inch �, cubic fee� , 
Weight of powder in pounds 

When the weight and velocity are known, tbe energy 
is, of course, easily calculated. The terminaL pressure 
il'! difficult to arrive at. I do not believe that any gaugps 
yet invented give trustworthy results, because the time 
during which the record has to be taken is so short. It 
may seem strange tha,t the pressure curve in the bore 
of a gun cannot be determmed by direct calculation, 
but the reason is, that the powder continues to burn 
and evolve gas during the greater part of the time that 
the shot is traveling along, and, as the rate of eyolu
tion is unknown, of course no formula can be con
structed on purely theoretical considerations. 

3. The dispJacement of the atmosphere. I shall, later 
oni allude to the rapidity :with which the gases are ex
pe led.from the. gun .. I will merely state now, that the 
action is extr�mely rapid, and that the reaction to the 
effort of parting the air must be a pressure on the base 
of the bore. 

We have assumed a temperature of 2,160° for the 
gases at the moment of the shot leaving the muzzle. Tbe pressure due to gases at 50·, suddenly compressed 
�to the gun, we found to be 1'03 tons per square inch, 
and tbe temperature 960'1° . The pressure correspond
ing to 2,160· would be equal to : 

1'03 tons X 2,160· 2 3  t 960'1 = . 2 ons 
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tons per square inch on the base of the shot, or 0'87 
tons per lineal inch of circumference. I believe that 
actual experiment has shown that to force a shot slow
ly through the bore requires a pressure of half ton per 
square inch in the smaller· guns, ' but necessarily this 
is a very variable and unc�rtain quantity. 

6. The energy expended in stretchin!5 the gun and 
compressing the shot and breech block IS verv difficult 
to estimate. The 10 inch gun is supposed to have a 
factor of safety of about four, so we may assume that 
the lIle�al is impressed with a strain of six tons per 
square mch. The mean volume of the gun, that is, the 
volume to the center of the �etal, is about 49'45 cubic 
feet, and I estimate. that this will stretch to 49'696 cubic 
feet, absorbing '0'246 c. ft. x 0'144 sq. in. x 6t = 212'5 
foot-tons. The strain, however, does not come on uni
formly, but follows the shot along the bore, giving rise 
to a wave-like motion which must produce cross strains 
difficult to estimate, but very serious, especially where 
guns are built of rings suddenly changing very much 
in diameter. There are, besides, other sources of vlbra
tion. The powder burns unequally, and most probably 
the gases evolved are traversed by pulses which must 
be communicated to the metal which confines them. 
In the modern long light guns, the weight of the shot, 
as it travels along the bore, sensibly depresses the 
muzzle, and this movement is aggravated by the pow
der heating the upper half of the gun more quickly, 
and to a greater extent, than the lower. The moment 
the shot leaves the muzzle, the barrel springs back 
and vibration, which, I understand, is actually visibl� 
to the eye, is set up. Again, the powder gases.,.;as they 
rush out, rub so hard against the sides of the bor.e that 
they actually, in' places, erode , the metal, and must 
produce longitudinal pulses similar to those you have 
seen induced by friction in the brass and glass tubes 
of the apparatus for demonstrating the existence of 
molecular motion producing sonnd. 

The simultaneous occurrence of vibrations of differ
ent wave length and intensity in a gun implies that 
there will be interference, that is to say as in the case 
of waves of sound or undulations in water waves may 
coincide and produce a more intense effect, or, on the 
?the,r hand,. they may neutralize each other wholly: or 
m par�. It IS well known that guns of diff eren t calrber 
ane! dl.fferen� metal have each their. peculiar ring, 
WhICh IS audIble through the mam sound of the dis
charge, like overtones on a fundamental note in 
music. 

,Messrs. Chernoff and Beck-Gerhard, of St. Peters
burg; have noticed and described the manner in 
�hich sUd.den strains, suc? as 'those caused by punch
mg, shearmg, or hammermg, are propagated through 
steel· plates. By operating on polished plates, they 
have been able to render the waves of strain not only 

FIG. 32.-STRAINS DEVELOPED BY PUNCHING. 

visible to the eye, but sensible' to the tOl1ch, because 
the metal is strained beyond its elastic limit both in 
tension and compression, and consequently remaiUs'. 
impressed with wave-like hollows and ridges. Mr. 
Chernoff-suggests that similar 'abnormal lines of str.am 
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may arise in the metal of guns, and lead to the other- take place i n  the same time as that occupied by �he 
wise unaccountable failures, especially of inner tubes, �ischarge,.but becausl!, accordin� to Newton, veloClty 
which so often take place, . I IS proportIOnal to the Impressed force, the rate of accel-

7. The friction of the powder gases against the sides eration of the shot and gases as . they move alo�g 
of the'bore it is impossible to calculate with even an • the bore at each instant must have ItS counterpart m 
approach to acc

. 

uracy, because we cannot tell whether 

I 
the motion of recoil; 

.
. hence the cu

.
rve of ve

.
locities 

the laws and coefficients applicable to ordinary tem- of recoil, cI.mld we construct one, would correspond to 
peratures and pressures will apply under the CirCUill- that for the velocities in the. bore, but . on .a reduc-:d 
stances. Yet supposing that they do, and that the ' scale. Because of the quantIty of IllotIOn III the dIS
hot powder gases will behave like air, we may take the charge and recoil being equal, and of the weight of the 
mean pressure we have already assumed of 12 tons per gun and its carriage bein� much greater than tJ;1at of 
square inch, and an average spel�d of .1,000 feet per the spot and gases, the motIon of the former wIll be 
second through a bore 26 fee� �ong, an� �,ppl�ing the so much s.lower t.han that of the latter, and' therl!fore 
ordinary formula for the fnctIOn of aIr 1Il pIpes, we more easIly regIstered. But how are we to obtam a 
obtain a resistance of 690 foot tons. This may seem an faithful picture of the motion of recoil? The answer 
altogether exaggerated estimate, but it lIlUSt be re- is, by means of,a beautiful instr�ment invented by 
membered that the friction of gases increases as their Colonel Sebert, of the French artillery. 
pressure and as the square of their vdocity, and that . This apparatus I,lonsists of a solid pl,ldestal, secure� to 
we are dealing with very high figUl;-es.in both respects. the �round besIde the gun carrIage. A. tu?mg 
It is also well to note that the fnctIOn of the gases 1 fork IS fixed to the pedestal, and kept m vIbra
close to the powder chamber, where the temperature tion by means of a galvanic current. To one 
and pressure are greatest, and where they expa?d after : prong of the .f0r� is attached a sty�e or tracer, .so ar
the temporary contraction caused by passmg the ranged that It WIll scratch a wavy hne upon a pIece of 
shoulder of the chamber and therefore strike with in- blackened metal, one end of which is atta(lhed to the 
creased energy against the bore, is sufficient to score I carriage, which, in re(loiling, draws the strip along un
and rasp away the metal, and become by that means del' the tracer. The tuning fork is adjusted to make 
the chief agent in the deterioration of guns. 500 complete vibrations per second; thill corresponds 

very nearly to the middle C of the musical scale. If a 
Dr. BALANCE SHEET OF TEN INCH GUN. Cr. center line is drawn through the undulations, each 

• complete beat will cut the line twice, so that each in-
Foot Foot Foot Per Per tersection will measure the Ttr"o'\i: part of a second, and 
tons. tons. tons. cent. cent. the pitch of each half wave will be the distance passed 

__ __  1 _ _ __ through in that minute fraction of time. The diagram 

Available en
ergy of 300 
lb. of powder working: 
b e t w e e n  
4A20° and 
2, 1600 ab-

I traced will, therefore, give all the information which 
I. EXTERNAL WORK. we require, namely, the total time of the accelerated 

1 Energy of shot . . . . . . .  15,285 

I 
motion of recoil, which will be up to the point where 

2 E���� 0 0°� 0 0 
exp��1L� 9,388 

the waves attain their maximulIl pitch, the maximum 
3 Energy in displacing velocity of recoil, and the rate at which the recoil is ac-

air 0 0  0 0  . . . :. . . . . . . . . 2,677 celerated throughout, so t�t, knowing the weight of 
27,350 1 37 94 the gun and its carriage, we ean determine the energy 

solute . . . . . .  73,658 
II. [NTERNAL WORK. 

84 4
'
Energy of rolation . . .  

5 Energy in friction of I gas checks. 0 0 . . . .  0 0  594 
6 Energy in stretching I gun . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  213 
7 Energy in friction of 

at any point, and, as I have already stated, thi8 must be 
the counterpart of what takes place in the bore. A 
special instrument, provided with micrometers and a 
magnifying glass, is used for measuring the pitch, the 
amplitude of the vibrations, and the angle at which 
the wave line cuts the center line. 

\ gases . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . 600 
1,581 2 6 I have here an aIJparatus which will illustrate 

Sebert's instrument. Uver the pulley secured to this Energy in heat im-
parted to !?un and 
shot = 17'9 . . . . . . .  44,727 -- 44,727 61 

73,658 

Collecting all the items we have been discussing into 
the form of a balance sheet, we find that the discharge 
of the 10 inch gun performs 27,350 foot tons of external 
work and 1,581 foot tons of internal work. 'rhe avail
able energy of the powder is 73,658 foot tons; hence 
there remains a balance unaccounted for on the credit 
side of 44, 727 foot tons, which must have been chiefly 
expended in communicating to the metal of the gun 
the molecular motion which becomes apparent in the 
form of heat. This energy represents 

44,7,�7 foot tons X 2,440 lb. 
-.---------.--- = 129,780 units. 

772J 

The gun and shot weigh 60,880 lb.,  and being of steel 
have a specific heat of 0'119, and therefore the rise of 
temperature of the gun from each discharge may be ex- ' 
pected to be not more than . 

129, 780 u 
------- == 17'9°. 
60,980 lb. x 0'11!J 

This temperature will be very unequally distributed, 
and very quickly dissipated by radiation and con
duction from the large surface of the gun. 

Referring again to the balance sheet, we have esti
mated that the external work done in the discharge 
amounts of 27,350 foot tons, composed of three items, 
one of which, the energy necessary to expel the pow- tall stand is passed a cord, to one end of which is at
del' gases, is uncertain. The work being externa,l, there tached a l ath covered with a strip of paper, 
must be the same alllount of work in the recoil, be- and to the other end is hung a weight, 80 adj usted as 
cau�e, according to the third law of motion, to every : to give a moderate speed to the lath. As I showed you 
action there must be an equal and opposite reaction, : in my first lecture, the lath will move with uniformly 
and, therefore, the quantity of motion must be the accelerated velocity. In front of the lath hangs a pen
same. 'rhe pressure producmg recoil lasts only so long dulum, which makes a double swing in one second. 
as the shot and power gases are being expelled from Attached to its rod, near the point of suspension, is a 
the gun, and consequently the time during which the pencil which presses on the paper. I first allow the 
maximum velocity of recoil is reached must be the lath to rise, while the pendulum is stationary ; the pen
same as the time consumed in the discharge, for accel- cil traces a straight center line. I draw down the lath, 
eration ceases the moment the accelerating force arid set the pendulum swinging;·. the pencil traces a 
ceases to act. Recoil, however, does not become visible short arc. I now release the lath, which moves up
simultaneously with the discharge, because a certain ward, and the pencil traces a wavy line, which inter
interval of time is necessary to transmit the pressure sects the center line previously traced. Each inter
against the base of the bore of the gun to its carriage, section defines the space passed through in half a 
so as to cause the latter to move. The gun stretches second, and when we measure the total lengths cut off 
longitudinally, the trunnions compress the metal of in 1, 2, 3, 4, half seconds, we find them to increase in the 
their lJearings, the material of the carriage stretches, ratio of 1, 4, 9, and 16, which we know to be the rate of 
and hence an appreciable delay occurs before visible increment proper to a continuously acting force, such 
motion begins. hut is made up for by the persistence as gravity. On the diagram I have drawn this wave
of the motion for an equal time after the discharge, line. Hence, suppose the Sebert machine were to trace 
because the reaction to the stretching of the system one like it, we should know at 011ce that the pressure of 
keeps up the acceleration. I have witnessed an inter- gases in the bore of the gun must also have been uni
estiug illustration of this fact in the case of the short form. 
6 ' 6  inch muzzle loading gun, mounted on a Moncrieff I now balance the weight of the l ath exactly, and 
hydro-pneumatic carriage. The muzzle of the gun, attach a spiral spring to the cord by which it was raised. 
when in the firing position,happeuing to be close to the In pulling down the lath I bring the spring into ten
concrete parapet, the powder gases, the instant the sion. I start the pendulum, and let go the lath; a 
shot left the muzzle, flashed out as a disk of fire, and 'I' curve is traced which represents velocities produced by 
marked the parapet as sharply as if it had been done . a uniformly decreasing accelerating force, such as a 
with black paint, and the margm of the discoloration s pring. I have represented this also on a diagram, and 
next the gun was exactly in line with the muzzle when were the Sebert apparatus to trace such a curve, we 
in firing position, proving thereby that no sensible should know that the pressure in the bore was uniformly 
motion of the whole gun has commenced till after the decreasing. 
shot had left the bore. I In a-H cases, supposing the carriage to recoil down an 

In addition, although the gun recoiled instantly be- incline which would exactly compensate for friction, 
low the parapet, starting into motion at the rate of 22 the curve, whatever its nature might have been during 
feet pel' second, so that the muzzle of the gun must acceleration, would terminate in waves of equal pitch, 
have been below the parapet in about ffU of a second, corresponding to the maximum velocity attained, be
yet not the sl ightest discoloration of the concrete was cause, according to the first law of motion, the carriage 
observable on- the inside of the parapet, even after : woll1d continue to move at a uniform velocity so soon as 
many rounds. This is the evidence which I have 1 the impelling forc.e ceased to act. The propel' way, 
alluded to in support of my statement that the gases 

1 
therefore, to measure the recoil is to mount the gun on a 

are wholly expelled from the gun in a very short space well made carriage, placed on an evenly laid line, which 
of time, and must exert a corresponding serious effect 

I 
would, for the first two or three feet, fall in the direction 

on the gun. of recoil at an incline corresponding to the friction of 
But not only must the . accelerated motion of recoil the carriage, and, after that, rise at. any convenient rate 
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sufficient to take up the energy imparted. It is hardly 
necessary to add that the work done in arresting the 
recoil will be equal to the work done in Obtaining its 
maximum velocity, and also to the external work of 
the discharge, so that the determination of the 
second portion of the recoil will serve to check the 
first. A s  far as I know, up to the present, these two 
distinct partll of the recoil have been mixed up together, 
and no deductions as to the rate of work in the bore 
have been made from either of them. When the wave 
line has been obtained, it is easy to calculate the 
velocity at each intersection with the center line. The 
motion there is compounded of the maximum velocity 
of the tuning fork and the velocity of recoil. If a tan
gent be drawn to the wave line at the intersection with 
the center line, then the tangent of the angle made with 
the center line will be represented by the velocity of 
the fork divided by the velocity of recoil. 

The amplitude of the fork's vibrations is constant 
throughout, and may be measured on the �Hagram ; the 
maximum velocity, which occurs when the stile crosses 
the center line, 

is == 
'It x amplitude of vibration 

time of complete vibratIOn 
v 

velocity of recoil=--
tan. a 

v 

Suppose the amplitude Tfni of a foot and the num
ber of vibrations 500 per second, maximum velocity 

3 '1416 X O  01x500 
15'7'. 

1 
Suppose the curve crosses the center line at an angle 

15 '7' 
of 31Yz" then the speed of recoil will be=---=25·.62 

tan. 31Yz 

feet pel' second. The numerator will be a constant for 
each instrument. 

The investigations which I have gone into are in
tended to lead up to the determination of the pressure 
of the powder gases in the bore of a gun. These pres
sures are up to the present unknown, except so far as 
they have been determined by the unsatisfactory 
agency of crusher gauges. 

Referring to the balance-sheet, you will observe that 
the external work of the discharge forms nearly 37 per 
cent. of the whole work of the powder, and the internal 
work only 2 per cent. , or, of the total mechanical 
work, the external is 94 per cent., while the internal 
is only 6 per cent. , so that any error in estimating the 
several items of the latter will not sensibly affect the 
inferences to be drawn from the observations on the 
first portion of recoil. -In the external work, also, the 
only uncertain item is the energy absorbed in the ex
pulsion of the powder gases, hence, if, by means of the 
Sebert apparatus, we can determine the total external 
work, we can also determine exactly the uncertain item 
in our balance sheet, 

The total mechanical work is equal to 28,931 foot
tons, and suppose that this were performed at a uni
form rate throughout the stroke of 22 feet, we should 

28,931 foot-tons 
have an average push of 1,318 tons; 

2 2  ft. 
dividing this by the area of the base of the shot, 78'54 
sq. in. gives an average pressure to the l?owder gases of 
16 '78 tons per square inch. The maXUllum p ressure 
attained by the gases at the commencement of the dis· 
charge is believed to be about 18 tOllS l?er square inch, 
though I have reason to think that It must be con
siderably higher, and the lowest limit, calculatin g  on 
the assumption that the temperature is 1,700', about 
2'32 tons;  so that an empirical curve may be traced, 
which between those limits would include an area 
equal to the work done. If, however, the first part of 
recoil can be pictured by means of the Sebert veloci
meter, and a curve of velocities obtained, it does not 
matter how irregular the curve may be, the pressures 
in the gun can be calcu lated in the following manner. 
The fact that the velocity of recoil is increasing implies 
that an impressed force is acting; hence, selecting two 
points in the recoil at a short measured distance from 
each other, ascertain by measuring the curve the 
velocities at the two points, let them be V I and V. The 

W 
energy latent in the higher velocity will be -VI', and 

W W 2(1 
the lower -V', the difference -(V , '-V') must iJa ve been 

2g 2g 
due to a pressure acting through the ' space S between 
the points=P S, hence the pressure-

W P=--(VI�- V2), As we know all the terms of this 
2gS 

equation, the pressure P on the carriage will be known, 
and that will also be the pressure on the base of the 
bore at the corresponding. period of discharge. If we 
divide this by the area of the bore, the pressure pel' 
square inch follows at once. In this way a curve of 
pressures in the bore may be accurately arrived at. 

In addition to the -tunmg fork, the Sebert machine 
has styles fixed to the armatures of electro-magnets, the 
attractions of which, so long as the current is passing, 
keep the styles immovable; consequently, when the 
gun recoils, the styles trace a straight line close beside 
the wavy line of the turning fork. The wires from the 
electro-magnets are, however, carried across the line of 
fire, one just in front of the muzzle, a shot length off, and 
a pair through the ordinary velocity screens. As soon 
as the shot br�aks the wires, the armatures leave their 
magnets, and their styles make a kink in the line they 
trace. 'l'he relatiVE positions of these kinks, as to time 
and space, are defined by the undulations of the line 
traced beside them by the tuning fork. In this way 
the exact moment when the shot leaves the gun is 
ascertained. If the wave line has reached its maxi
mum pitch before the shot leaves, then the gllll is too 
long; if, on the other hand, acceleration of motion is 
still going on, then the gun is too short to absorb all 
the energy of the powder. 

We can make an approximation to the recoil on the 
assumption that the pressure in the bOre throughout · 
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the discharge is constant, that the powder gases and I foot of recoil, and, therefore, the gun will come to rest' the diagram, so as to make the base line represent the shot are expelled at the same velocity, that the space in length of the chase, I get a curve of the powder pres·-passed through in the bore'is 22 feet, and that the gun 272'7 foot-tons sure along the whole bore. The maximum pressure 
carriage weighs Ii tons, so that gun, and carriage to- , = 81'56 feet. comes out about 20� tons per inch, the minimum 2� 
gether weigh 32 tons. The powder and shot together 3'344 foot-tons tons, and the mean pressure 14'87. The area of the weigh 800 lb. , or 0'357 ton; we assume that they are It ' . b bl h th t th ' . th figure bounded by the curve of pressures will give the expelled at a speed of 2,100 feet per second. Then, be- IS very u�pro a ei owever, a , e pl essu,re Il,l e external work done; the figure is, in fact, an indicator cause of the equality of the quantity of motion, thp. b��e �:n��:\b� un ���)

y
n't 

�uc�
n 
�

h 
ass���pt;::n ��e�

n diagram of the gun, but is still incomplete, for w� must e re e , u  we a e 0 er . rA e . ' add seven per cent. to the pressures, amountIng to . . . .  2,100 ft. x 0'35 ton an� suppose th:�,t the po�der ga�es act lIke a. spIral 

I 
nearly one ton 'Per square inch, to represent the in-maXImum velocIty of recOIl WIll be = ------ -- sprmg, the .ten�IOr,t of whICh varIes as the dI�tanc� ternal work, which does not affect the

, 
recoil. I have 32 tons throug? whIC� It . IS compre�sed: Under such c�rcum added this as a constant pressure throughont, though 

=23'42 feet per second. The time of discharge, which stances, the . .OClty � reCOIl wIll vary as the squfu'e it may not be so, but, ItS you see on the diagram, the root of t�e dillerence . etween the square of the 11 amount is small and will not much affect the accuracy 2S comp,ressIOn of the sp,rmg and the squa.re C!f the com- of the result in 'What manner soever the pressure may will also be the time of the acceleration of recoil, = - press!on up to the pomt where the velOCIty IS to be de- really vary. ' 
44' 

V ternnn�d_ . . I have said that the indications of the crusher gauges, If P -=-pressu.re reqUIred to cC!mpress a sprmg one upon which so much reliance is placed, are untrustfoot, � - . full I ange of cC!mpressIOI�, S, range of com- worthy; my reason for thinking so is becaHse time is an preSSIOn at any other pomt, W weIght moved, and V element in the complete action of a shortening or ex-
= -- = 0'02095 second. ,�,!OO' 

tending movement in a metal cylinder; hence, in order 
that the indications given by compression may be com

.... ... ; ...... 

�.�- - . - - . --..,.-..,..�-,;�;::::��-",�= � 

parable, the time during which the forces act must be 
either long enough to allow the whole effect to take 
place, or, at any rate, the same in all the experiments. 
Now, the compression of the little copper cylinders of 
the crusher gauges takes place in very short and very 
unequal times. The gauge in the breech is much 
longer exposed to the actions of pressure than in the 
muzzle, yet the change of length is compared uniformly 
with pressures slowly applied, and, therefore, �he indi
cations of the gauges are sure to be too low. I am 
confirmed in this view by the extraordinary coinci
dence between' the 'Pressures indicated by crusher 
gauges and those derIved by calculation from incre
ments in the velocity of shot as it traverses the bore. 
This velocity has been ascertained by Captain Noble 
by means of an instrument called a chronograph, which 
registers the time of the shot passing certain points in 
the chase. We have already seen how, from a curve of 
velocities, the pressure can bfl calculated; it is found 
that the crusher gauges indicatfl the pressures due to 
the accelerated motion of the shot only; hence, either 
their indications are erroneous, or else we must con
clude that the powder gases have no weight, that there 
is no atmosphere to- be displace, no friction of gas check 
or gases, and no work in producing rotation. This 

r· · ··-- · v . ZJ GZ • . .  - -� 
I" ClDLILl,,' 

The space P:'1ssed through during the accelerated mo-
0'02095 sec. x 23'42 feet 

tion of recoil will be = � tv = ------ ----
2 

= 0'245 foot, or nearly 3 inches. 
V2 

The rate of acceleration during recoil = - = ----

2S 2 x 0'245' 
= 1,118 feet per second, correspondin.g to the va�ue of  
g i n  gravity; hence the acceleratmg force wIll be 
32 tons x 1,118 feet . = 1,111 tons. 

32'2 feet 
The rate of acceleration in the bore of the gun 
2,1002 
-- = 100,230 feet per second, and the accelerating 
2 x 22 

force 
0'357 ton - 100,230 feet 
---------- = 1,111 tons; 

that is to say, .the pressure on the breech, block, and 
against the carriage is the same, and equal to 1,111 
tons, which, divided by 78'54 squal'e inches, the area 
of the bore, gives 14'14 tons per square inch as the 
average pressure of the powder gases. 

The energy of recoil 
32tx  23'42' 

the desired velocity, the tension of the spring com
pressed to a distance S=PS, and its potential energy 

S PS2 

error is by no means a trifling one, for you will see by 
the balance sheet. that the items I have just mentioned 
form over 40 per cent. of the whole mechanical work 
done. 

will be =PS X- = - -. 
2 2 

Hydro-pneumatic carriages for disappearing guns The kinetic energy would be furnish a very good means of measuring the intensity 
of recoil, because it is taken up chiefly by the compres

--, and that must be equal to the potential- sion of air. In the carriage for the 6'6 inch gun already 
alluded to, the calculations for the necessary air pres
sures were made upon the system laid before you in 2g 

PS2 WV2 WV� 
, '  . .  _- = -- . '. P = --. 

2 2g gS' 
At any other point, S, feet compression, the 
the total energy due to the compression S 
due to S, 

PS2 PS,2 P WV' 
= -- - -- = _(S2-S,2) = --

2 2 2 2g 

W 

this lecture; the result of the trials at Shoeburyness in
dicates that the calculated recoil was realized within 
two or three per cent. , demonstrating that my esti-

energy is I mates of the force of recoil are not very far from the 
less that truth. 

DRIVING BELTS.* 
By Mr. JOHN TULLIS, Glasgow. 

an V = VPX(J I x . /Sq:),9  I - a V§4Ti 
w 'V -

WHEN coming before this convention the first 
thought that strucl( me was, " Can a man trained to 
the tanning, currving, and belt-making huisness be 
mechanical enough to make himself understood hy 
practical millers and _ engineers ? "  Then, upon second 
consideration, I came to the conclusion that practical 
men would understand my shortcomings best and help 
very much to make my rough places plain. Therefore, I have calculated the curves of velocities which will I venture to say that a modern flour mill is now one produce a speed of recoil of 24 feet per second, in one- connected machine, so much so that from the time the quarter of a foot, and have drawn them on the dia- wheat is subjected to the first operation, it must travel gram (Fig. 36). The ordinates in curve No. 1 give the onward from one grade to another until it is ready for velocities due to a uniform pressure. You observe that the market. A single hitch of half an hour with one the curve cuts the line of uniform velocity of 24 feet machine or one belt will disarrange the entire mill. A per second at an angle which indicates that the pres- flooding will occur here and a scarcity there, upsetting sure must cease suddenly when the desired velOCIty is the calculations of those millers whose delight is to 

I 
attained. Curve No. 3 gives the velociti�s, supposing see a continuous flow of the whitest and finest of flour, which figure is also arrived at by multiplying the ac- I the force to be of the nature of a sprmg, and you coming in such steady volume that from week to week I they can tell almost to a bag how much they can manu-

= ----- = 272'7 foot-tons, 
64'4 

_ _ _  . '  _ '  :.:;;: :":.- "=- �_:L"';,--..:!'IL �acture. . To the miller, �heref?re, the b�st of '!Jelting 
I (J,.ifi, '""'" or� _ - - - - - . - - - ---- IS a very Important conSIderatIOn, and httle hmts re-
Z � liu.cJ. 

.-- - - -

_ _  
- � ." garding the preserving of it may be of some use. All 3 AudD-� lior .. . "VF"" .... lJ.�_-�� __ .... users of motive power are anxious to have the best, the 

• •  ' ,t .... ..- simplest, and the least troublesome system of trans· 
, - - . .  - mitting that power, and at as reasonable an outlay as - /" . .... 

possible. The question for consideration is, " Whether 

v: ; � s � 
:;�i�� __ ���r_r��---+-..�--.--. �Q,' -. ., • ,j -;;;- -- . .  - i':i-;;;.( ;;;::r 

belts or ropes are the best and cheapest method? "  
Both of the systems have their admirers and ad voca tes, 
and both have proved worthy of much patronage, 
First cost is often quoted when comparing ropes and 
belts. There is no doub: but that main belts are much 
more expensive than driving ropes of cotton or hemp. 
But we must also look at the first cost of rope pulleys, 
and COmpare them with the price of belt pulleys. 
When these values are considered, I believe the belt· 
driven mill will be started for very little more money 
than a rope-driven mill. If the speeds, diameters, and 
widths are properly calculated-giving 1 in. of wid th of 
belt, traveling at 500 ft. per minute, 1 horse power to 
transmit--the result will be eminently satisfactory. 
Well made properly stretched leather belts will run as 
straight as a line, last for thirty years, and be good for 
cutting up into smaller sizes after that. A mill 
engineered after this fashion has a long and comfortable 
life before it. 

.' .::..-: .... � . 

. . 

. 

FIG. 36. 

Main Driving Belts.-The belt is a soft and most 
'elastic transmitter of power. It absorbs less power in 
itself than ropes. A nUIn ber of textile ropes on o.ne 
pair of pulleys never pull altogether as ol,le. Each lU
dividual rope has a traveling speed of Its own; con-

celerating force of 1,111 tons by the space it works over 
= 0'245 foot. 

Suppose the carriage, as soon as the -maximum speed 
of recoil has been attained, is made to run up an incline 
of 1 in 10, it would rise T\' of a foot for every foot of re
coil, and would do 3'2 foot tons of work. The resist
ance of friction would be about 8 lb. to the ton weight 
of gun and carriage 

32t x 8 lb. 
= ---- = 0'144 ton per foot, 

2,240 

sequently, there must be a loss of power, whereas a notice that the line of uniform velocity is a tangent to belt transmit<; the powe'!!'frolll one pulley to another in it, which indicates that the accelerating: for?e ceas�s to one solid grasp. Belts and ropes both drive well when act gradually, and, when the full velOCIty IS attamed, the distances from center. to center are great, and the acts no longer. . .  . pulleys large in diameter. But a rope has no chance 
. The true velOCItIes he betwt;en tht;lse two, and I have , against a belt when the shaft<; are near each other, or mterpolated curve NO' .2, whICh wIll probably not be the pulleys less than 4 ft. 6 in. in diameter. Under f�1T from the mark. ThIS curve has n� known �qu�- these circumstances a good belt will give splendid retIon, but I have taken out the acceler�tmg force m SIX suIts, while the best, of ropes are a constant annoyance. pl�ces by the method already descrl.bed, and so. ob- Main-driving leather belts should be mannfactured so tamed a curve of pressure actmg agamst the carrIage, that when the joint is made while the belt is in its that is, against the hottom of the bore of the gun. place it ought to present th� appearance of an endless Dividing this by the area of the bore, I obtain the ___ ' _________ _____________ _ 

so that the total resistance would be 3'344 foot-tons per pressure per square inch, and by changing the scale of * Paper read before the Millers' Convention, at Glasgow, June 16, 188? 
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